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Incomparable on-screen classics - a simple and heartfelt story of a charming little princess, saved from the evil deeds of her evil stepmother, the queen, hiding in the woods in the house of a group of seven charming dwarves. DOC HUNTSMAN CHIPMUNK DOPEY WHITE SQUIRRELS SLEEPY QUEEN/WITCH BIRDS GRUMPY MAGIC
MIRROR RABBITS SNEEZING PRINCE HAPPY SHY SCENES OF THE QUEEN OF THE CAMERA. Palace. Once upon a time lived a beautiful little princess named Snow White. Her vain and evil stepmother, the queen, feared that someday the beauty of Snow White would surpass her own. So she dressed the little princess in rags and
made her work as a maid. Every day the vain queen consulted her Magic Mirror: The Magic Mirror on the Wall, which is the fairest of all? ... And as long as the Mirror replied, You're the fairest of all, Snow White was safe from the queen's cruel jealousy. KWIN: (ENTER) Slave in the magic mirror, come from the furthest space. Through the
wind and darkness I summon you. (THE WIND) I DON'T MIND. Let me see your face. MAGIC MIRROR: (FACE APPEARS) What would you know, my queen? The magic mirror on the wall, who is the fairest of all? MAGIC MIRROR: Famous your beauty, Majesty, but keep, the lovely maid I see. Rags can't hide his gentle grace. Alas,
she's much fairer than you are. Alas for her! Open her name. MAGIC MIRROR: Lips are red like a rose. Hair is as black as black. The skin is as white as snow. KWIN: (ANTRILY) Snow White! (UDAR GONG) HUNTSMAN: (ENTER) KWIN: Take her away into the woods. Find a secluded clearing where she can choose wild flowers. Yes,
Your Majesty. And there, my faithful hunter, you will kill her! BUT, Your Majesty, little princess! Silence! You know the punishment if you don't. Yes, Your Majesty. But to make sure you don't fail, get her heart back. (PROJECTED BOX) SCENE PALACE GROUNDS. Well. ACCOMPANIED BY SEVERAL BIRDS FOR THE COMPANY.
SNOW: (HUMMING. CLEANING OF THE PALACE STAIRCASE. SIGHS. DRAWS MORE WATER FROM THE WELL) Want to know the secret? BIRDS: (NOD. COOING) SNOW WHITE: Promise not to talk? We stand at the well of desires. BIRDS: (PEER IN WELL) SNOW WHITE: (SINGING) To get desire into a well is all you have to
do and if you hear it echoing your desire will soon come true. I don't like I wish (ECHO) I wish for someone I love to find me (ECHO) To find me today (ECHO) Today. I hope (ECHO) I hope and I dream of good things (ECHO) Good things that he will say (ECHO) He will say. PRINCE: (ENTER ON A HORSE. WATCHES SNOW WHITE
FROM A HIDDEN PLACE) SNOW WHITE: (SINGING) I wish (ECHO) I wish someone I love to find me (ECHO) to find me today... Today. Today. Oh, oh! PRINCE: Hello. SNOW WHITE: O. PRINCE: Did I scare you? SNOW WHITE: (RUNS TO THE PALACE. EXIT) PRINCE: Wait! Wait, please. Don't run away. I don't like it now that I've
found you Hear that I have to say one song, I only have one song One Song Just for You One Heart Gently Beats Ever entreating Constant and the Truth. One Love That Possessed Me One Love Exciting Me Through One Song My Heart Continues to Sing One Love Just For You. (CURTAIN) NO, NO, no. SCENE FOREST. SNOW
WHITE: (HUMMING. LITTLE BIRD APPEARS) Hello! What's the matter? Where's your mom and dad? Why, I believe, you lost. HUNTSMAN: (STANDING BY) BIRD: (CHIRPING) SNOW WHITE: Oh, please don't cry. (ON THE BIRD'S LAP) HUNTSMAN: (LOOKING AROUND SUSPICIOSLY) BIRD: (CHIRPING) SNOW WHITE:
(TALKING TO THE BIRD) Come on, admire. You're not going to smile at me? No, no. That's better. Your mom and dad can't be far away. (CHIRPING) SNOW WHITE: Here they are! Are you leaving? Good bye. Good bye! HUNTSMAN: (LOOMS MENACINGLY OVER SNOW WHITE WITH THE DAGGER DRAWN IN HIS HAND) SNOW
WHITE: (SCREAMS) HUNTSMAN: I can't do that, I can't do it. (ON LAP AT HER FEET) I ask your highness, forgive me. SNOW WHITE: I don't get it! She's angry, she's jealous of you! She's going to stop at nothing! SNOW WHITE: But, but who? HUNTSMAN: The queen. SNOW WHITE: The queen? Now, fast, baby, run. Run away, hide!
In the woods!  Anywhere! Don't ever come back! Now go. Go! Go! Run! Run! Hide! SNOW WHITE: (EXIT) HUNTSMAN: (EXIT. CURTAIN) SCENE IS A TERRIBLY DARK FOREST. SOVA: (ENTER THE SQUEAL) SNOW SNOW: (ENTER. SCREAMS) Oh! (HER DRESS IN THE BRANCH) yes! (FALL IN THE PRICKLY SHST) YES!
(SUFFOCATES AT THE SIGHT OF THE TERRIBLE OLD TREE) Help! (TRAVEL AND FALLS SCREAMING. SCREAMS) Oh! BATS: (ENTER. WIND HOWLED) SNOW WHITE: (SCREAM. FALLS TO THE GROUND SOBBING) SMALL ANIMALS: (ENTER AND SURROUND IT) SNOW WHITE: OH! ALL LITTLE ANIMALS: (SCAMPER
AWAY) SNOW WHITE: Please don't run away. I'm not going to hurt you. ANIMALS: (RE-APPEAR) SNOW WHITE: I'm sorry. I didn't want to scare you, but you don't know what I've been through. That's because I was afraid. I'm so ashamed of the fuss I've made. What do you do when something goes wrong? BIRDS: (TWITTERING)
SNOW WHITE: (CLAPS HER HANDS) Oh! You're singing a song! BIRDS: (TWITTERING) SNOW WHITE: (LAUGHS. SINGS) With a smile and a Life song just as a bright, sunny day your worries disappear and your heart is young BIRDS: (TWITTERING) SNOW WHITE: (SINGING) With a smile and a song the whole world seems to
wake up rejoicing with you as the song is sing There's no point grumbling BIRDS: (TWITTERING) With the sun When you smile and you sing everything in harmony and it's spring and life flows along BIRDS: (twitterING) SNOW WHITE: (SINGING) WITH a smile and song BIRDS: (TWITTERING) ALL HEALTH: (EXCITED AND HAPPY)
SNOW WHITE: (EXCITED AND HAPPY) SNOW WHITE: (SINGING) I really feel quite happy now I'm sure I'll get along somehow everything will be fine (CHUCKING) like you, (TO SQUIRRELS) or on a tree as you do. And I'm sure the nest might be big enough for me. Maybe you know where I can stay. Somewhere in the woods? BIRDS:
(TWITTERING) SNOW WHITE: Do you? ANIMALS: (CHATTERING) SNOW WHITE: Will you take me there? ANIMALS: (PART OF THE BRANCH FOR REVEAL LITTLE COTTAGE) SNOW WHITE: Oh, it's adorable! It's like a dollhouse. I like it here. Peering into the glass. Oh, it's dark inside. I guess there's no one at home. Hi? May I
come in? (CURTAIN) NO, NO, no. THE SCENE DWARFS THE COTTAGE. SNOW WHITE: (ENTER) ANIMALS (ENTER) SNOW WHITE: SHHH! ALL: (TIP TOE INTO THE HOUSE) SNOW WHITE: What a lovely chair! Why are there seven little chairs! There must be seven young children. And from the look of this table, seven untidy
little children. Kirk. Stockings too! (LAUGHS. OPENING A POT) And shoes! BIRDS: (ASTONISHED WHISTLE) SNOW WHITE: And just look at this fireplace. It's covered in dust. (BLOWING DUST) SQUIRRELS: (SNEEZE) SNOW WHITE: And look, the web is everywhere! Mine, mine, mine! What a bunch of dirty dishes! CHIPMUNKS:
(WHISTLING) SNOW WHITE: (GASPS) And just look at the broom! RABBITS: (TSKING) SNOW WHITE: Why, they never swept this room. You think their mother will... I don't have a mother. Then they're orphans. That's too bad. I know! We're going to clean the house and surprise them. Then maybe they'll let me stay. (TwitterING)
SNOW: (HANG USCO. TO BELKA) Now, you wash the dishes. You're cleaning the room. (BURUNDUKI) (SED) I don't like Just Whistle while you're working BIRDS: (WHISTLING) SNOW WHITE: And fun together We can tidy up the place So the buzz of a cheerful melody (HUMMING) It doesn't take long when there's a song to help you
set the pace of ANIMALS: (DUSTING FURNITRE AND PLATES) SNOW WHITE: And as you sweep the room Imagine a broom no-no- no- no! Put them in the bathtub. When hearts are high, time will fly so whistle while you work. (RABBIT) UH-uh, uh! Not under the rug. (HUMING) I'M NOT A HUMING CHIPMUNKS: (PULLING ON THE
WEB AND PACKING A FEW LIKE A BOWL OF YARN) SNOW WHITE: (HUMMING) BIRDS: (TWITTER. PUT FRESH FLOWERS IN A BOWL) SNOW WHITE: (HUMMING AND PICKING UP CLOTHES) SO while you're working. Let's see what's behind that curtain. (DRAW FREE) Oh, what charming beds! And look, they're carved with
their names. Doc, Happy, Sneezy, Dopey ... No, no. What funny names for kids! Grumpy, shy and sleepy. I'm a little sleepy myself. (LYING ON THE BEDS) OH! About! (FALLS ASLEEP) ALL THE ANIMALS: (TAKE A NAP. CURTAIN) SCENE OF THE DIAMOND MINE. ALL DWARFS: (SINGING) We dig, dig, dig, dig, dig, dig, dig in our
mine all day through digging, dig, dig, dig, dig, dig, dig, dig, dig, dig, dig, dig, dig, dig, dig, dig. dig, dig, dig, dig, dig, dig, dig everything in sight. DOC: (GRADING DIAMONDS, RUBIES AND EMERALDS) ALL DWARFS: We dig diamonds at the expense of thousands of rubies, sometimes more Although we don't know what we dig'em for
We dig, dig, dig, dig, dig CUCKOO CLOCK: (RINGS) DOC: Heigh-ho! ALL: Haig-ho! (STOP WORKING. PICK THEM PICKS, SACK AND START MARCHING IN A ROW. SINGING) Heigh-ho, heigh-ho-heigh-ho, heigh-ho This is the house from work we go (FLING SACKS INTO A STORE ROOM. Heigh-ho-ho, heigh-ho This is home with
the work we go. DOPEY: (LAST IN LINE. LOCKS DOOR AND HANGS UP KEY OUTSIDE) ALL: Heigh-ho, Heigh-ho! Heigh-ho-ho, heigh-ho This is home from work we go (EXIT) SCENE FOREST. DWARFS: (ENTER MARCHING) Hay-ho, Hay-ho! Heigh-ho-ho, heigh-ho This is the house from work we go (WHISTLING) DOC: Look! Our
home! The light is on... Uh, I'm not going to do that. The light is on. ALL DWARFS: Jimiti Sverchkov! Doc: The door is open. Happy: Smoke-smoking. There's something out there. SOON: Maybe a ghost. OR goblin. Demon. OR dragon. GRUMPY: To note my words, there is a problem with beer. I felt like it was going to be all day. I have a
pain in corn. DOC: Gosh! That's not a good sign. What are we going to do? SONION: Let's sneak up on it. DOC: (CLEANING HIS THROAT) YES. We, uh, squeak up... sneak up. Come on chicken ... Ah, men. Follow me. (ALL SNEAKING UP TO THE COTTAGE WINDOW AND PEEK IN) GRUMPY: PsST! (SIGNALS THEIR TO OPEN
TWO) SCENE OF THE COTTAGE. ALL: (SNEAK QUIET IN THE HOUSE) DOPEY: (SLAMS SHUT THE DOOR) ALL: SHH! DOPEY: (TO THE DOOR) SHH! DOC: (WHISPERING) Cautious men. Look for every cook and nanny... Hook and Grandma... Curve fan ... Oh, look everywhere. ALL: Home tips. DOC: Look! Paul, he was spotted!
GRUMPY: Ha! The chair is dusted! Our window was washed. Hell, our web is gone. SLEEPY: Why, why, why, why, why, the whole place is clean! GRUMPY: There's a dirty work on the move. Chihi: The sink is empty. Hey, someone stole our dishes! They didn't steal. hid in the closet. SONIC: My cup was washed. Sugar is gone. DOPEY:
(STANDING IN FRONT OF A POT) DOC: Something is cooking. (SNIFFING) I DON'T ALWAYS smell good! Don't touch it, fools! Could be poison, beer. DOC: Look what happened to our stables... Ah, the table. HAPPY: Flowers! CHIHI: Yes? Look, Goldenrod. Don't do this. Get them. My nose! My hay fever! You know I can't stand it.  I
can't... I can't... I am... About.... (FOUR DWARFS BLOCK HIS NOSE. SIGHS) Thank you! ALL: Shh! GRUMPY: Ya crazy fool! It's a great time when you chose to sneeze! I couldn't believe anything with me. I can't say. When you have to, you have to. I am... I am... I have to. It's coming... GRUMPY: (GASPS) EVERYTHING: (JUMP ON
SNEEZY) SNEEZY: OH! ... ... Oh! No, tie him tight. Bashful: I'll tie him up. GRUMPY: Make a hard knot. SONIC: There's that going to keep it up. SNEEZY: Thank you! DOC: Shh! GRUMPY: Silent, fool! Do you want us all killed? SONIC: What is it? Sounded close TO HAPPY: It's in the room right now. It's behind the scenes. CHIHI: Yes.
In our bedroom. DOC: (STUTTERING) One of us has to go out and chase him in. (STUTTERING) In. Out. ALL: (LOOK AT DOPEY) DOC: (NERVOUSLY HOLDING UP A SMALL LIGHT IN HIS QUIVERING HAND) Here, take it. Don't be nervous. Don't be afraid, we're right behind you. ALL: Yes! Right behind you. DOPEY: (GULPS.
SLIGHTLY PULLS THE CURTAIN. SneezY: It's after us, don't let it. SONIC: That's it. Now we have a chance. HAPPY: Get it now! SNOW WHITE: (SCREAMS) DOC: What is it? STEPHANOPO: Why, it's... It's a girl! SONIC: She's a mighty purdy. She's beautiful as an angel. ANGEL, ha! She's a woman! And all women are poison! They



are full of wicked tricks. BASHFUL: What are evil tricks? I do not know. But I'm against them. Oh, darling. I wonder if you're kids. Why, why, you little people! Hello, hello? ALL: (STARE AT HER IN SILENCE) SNOW WHITE: I said, how do you do? GRUMPY: How do you do that? (FOLDS HANDS DEFIANTLY) SNOW WHITE: Oh, you can
talk! I'm so happy! Now don't tell me who you are, let me guess. I know you're docking. DOC: (CHUCKLES) Why, why, why, yes. Yes! It's true. SNOW WHITE: And you're Bashful. BASHFUL: (BLACKING) Oh, my gosh! SLEEPY: (YAWNS) SNOW WHITE: And you. SLEEPY: (CHUCKLING) How did you guess? SNOW WHITE: And you?
SNEEZES:. ... HAPPY, DOPEY: (CONNECT THE NOSE. HAPPY CHUCKLES) SNOW WHITE: And you sneezy. Yes, you have to be ... Happy, ma'am. It's me. And this is Dopi. He doesn't talk about anything. No, no. SNOW WHITE: You mean he can't talk? He doesn't know. He never tried. DOPEY: IRENENING) SNOW WHITE: Oh,
that's very bad. GRUMPY: (PUTTING IT DEFIANTLY) SNOW WHITE: OH! You must be grouchy. DWARFS: (LAUGHS) DOC: (SHOVING IT WITH A FINGER) OH, YES! Yes! GRUMPY: Ha! We know who we are. Ask her who she is and what she is here. DOC: Hmph! Yes! What do you and who do you do? What do you do... Who are
you, darling? SNOW WHITE: Oh, how stupid of me. I'm Snow White. DOC: Snow White? ALL: Princess? SNOW WHITE: Yes. DOC: (CHUCKLES) Well... Well, mine, my dear quinces ... Princess. We are honored. Yes, we, uh, we ... GRUMPY: Mad as hornets! DOC: Crazy as hornets! No, no, it's not. We are bad as cornets ... No, no, just
as happy as ... What was I talking about? SWART: Nothing! Just standing there spraying like a doodlebug! DOC: (READY TO BOX GRUMPY) Who, who, who is oiled, how spoodledug? GRUMPY: Oh, shut up and tell her to get out! WHITE: (WHITE: (WHITE FREE. HAPPY: Who will? DOC: Yes, who? SNOW WHITE: My stepmother is
the queen. ALL: The queen? She's mean! She's bad! She's a powerful forgery! SHE'S a witch! I'm a varnin. If the queen finds her here, she'll swoop down and take revenge on us! SNOW WHITE: Bt she doesn't know where I am! She doesn't know, does she? She knows everything. It's full of black magic. She can even make herself
invisible. Pffft! maybe in this room right now. ALL: (SCARY. LOOK AROUND SUSPICIOSLY) SNOW WHITE: Oh, she'll never find me here. If you let me stay, I'll leave the house for you. I will wash and sweep and sew and cook and ... ALL: Cook? DOC: Can you make dapple lumpkins... Uh, I'm not going to do that. SLEEPY, SNEEZY:
Apple dumplings! DOC: Yes! Crappple Dumpkins. SNOW WHITE: Yes, and plum pudding, and gooseberry... ALL: Gooseberry pie? Cheers! She stays! SNOW WHITE: (STIRRING THE POT) EVERYTHING: (SNIFFING) AH! SNOW WHITE: Soup! ALL: Hooray! (CHATTER. EVERYONE SITS AT THE TABLE. SNOW WHITE: Uh-Uh, uh-
uh! One minute. Dinner isn't quite ready yet. You'll have time to wash up. ALL: Wash it? Wash? SVART: Wash it? Ha! I knew there was a catch in it. SONIC: Why wash? BASHFUL: For what? We're not going anywhere. It's not New Year's Eve. SNOW WHITE: Oh, you may have washed. DOC: Perhaps we ... Yes! Maybe we do. SNOW
WHITE: But when? DOC: When? When. Oh, you said when ... (PICTURE) Why, last week. Why, lately! ALL: Yes, recently! SNOW WHITE: Oh, not so much! Let me see your hands. ALL: (TUCK THEIR HANDS BEHIND THEIR BACK) SNOW WHITE: Let me see your hands. DOC: (STICKING OUT HIS HANDS FOR INSPECTION)
SNOW WHITE: Why, Doc, I'm surprised! ALL: (NERVOUS CHUCKLING) SNOW WHITE: (TO BASHFUL) Come on, let's look at them. BASHFUL Oh, Bashful, mine, mine, mine! SNOW WHITE: (TO HAPPY) And you? (TSKING) I don't know what to do. SNEEZES: OUT HIS HANDS) SNOW WHITE: (GASPING) Worse than I thought!
DOPEY: (STICKS OUT HIS HANDS) SNOW WHITE: OH! HAPPY: (STICKS OUT HIS HANDS) SNOW WHITE: (GASPS) How shocking! SLEEPY: (STICKS OUT HIS HANDS) SNOW WHITE: (TSKING) GRUMPY: (FOLDING HIS ARMS IN DEFIANCE) SNOW WHITE: OH my GOD, it will never do. March straight outside and wash or you
don't get a snack. ALL DWARFS: March from home. (EXIT) No, no, no. SWART: Yes! SNOW WHITE: Well, you're not going to wash? GRUMPY: (TURNS HIS BACK ON SNOW WHITE) SNOW WHITE: What's the matter? Cat got your tongue? GRUMPY: (STICKS HIS TONGUE ON SNOW WHITE. EXIT) SNOW WHITE: (LAUGHS.
CURTAIN) SCENE OF WATER TROUGH. OUTSIDE THE COTTAGE. GRUMPY: (SITS ON A BARREL OUTSIDE THE COTTAGE) HA, women! MAN, men, courage. Don't be nervous. ALL: (STEPPING UP TO THE TROUGH) HAPPY: (STICKS IN A FINGER) Gosh, he's wet! SNEEZY: (STICKS IN THE FINGER. SPUTTERS) It's also
cold! SOON: We're not going to do that, are we? Well, it'll make the princess happy. I'll take a chance for her! ALL: Me too! GRUMPY: Ha! Her tricks are starting to work. Bt I warn you, you give'em in and they will walk all over me! Don't listen to that old warthog. Come on, men. SNEEZY: How hard am I scrub? SLEEPY: Will or mustache
shrink? HAPPY: Are you in the bathtub? BASHFUL: You have to wash where it doesn't show? Now, now, don't be happy. Just like that. (SEDI) I don't like stepping up a bath taint not a shame Just pull up your sleeves and get them in place then scoop up the water and rub it on your face and go... Spraying, spraying, spraying
(SPUTTERING ACTION) Take the soap and don't try to bluff work up the foam, and when you've got enough get your hands full of water and you sniff and you'll snuff and go... Spraying, spraying, spraying( SPUTTERING ACTION) You douse and souse the rub, and you scrub you spray and splash all over the bathroom you can be cold
and wet when you're done, but you have to admit that it's good and pure fun So splash everything you like to taint any trick once you're through you'll feel like a mighty stain. GRUMPY: A bunch of old babysitter goats. Ya, make me sick going... Spraying, spraying, spraying (SPUTTERING ACTION) Hah! Next thing you know, she'll tyin'
your beards in pink ribbons and smellin' me with a material called parfa d'. Ha! (THE) ALL: (DRYING OFF) GRUMPY: A lovely bunch of water lilies you ended up with. I'd like someone to wash me if I didn't want to. DOC: (CLEANSES HIS THROAT. WHISPER TOGETHER. WHISTLE AND MARCH OVER TO GRUMPY) ALL: Get IT!
(POUNCE ON GRUMPY) Hey, let me go! Take him to the bathtub. Put him in the bathtub. GRUMPY: Let me lose you fools! Let me go! Doctor: Put him in the bathtub. Prepare it! Hold on to him! Blast it! Pound it! Put him in the bathtub! In the bathtub. It's a bathtub. It's a bathtub. Do not No, don't rejoice! Take the soap! DOPEY: (NODS)
DOC: Hey, steady, men. We'll get to him. We're going to get him. HAPPY: Never say die. Never say die. GRUMPY: You don't ... ALL: (PLACE HIM IN THE TUB AND SCRUB HIM WITH SOAP AND A BRUSH) DOC: Now, scrub good and hard It can't be denied that it will look mighty cute once it dries ALL: Well, it's good for the soul and
it's good for the skins to go... Isn't he cute? Smells of petunias. ALL: (LAUGHING) HAPPY: It's sure it's cute! GRUMPY: You'll pay dearly for it! SNOW WHITE: (VOICE HEARD) DINNER! (CLANKING) I DON'T DOCK: Dinner! ALL: Food. Cheers! (CURTAIN) NO, NO, no. THE QUEEN'S ROOM SCENE. KWIN: The magic mirror on the wall
that is now the fairest of all? MAGIC MIRROR: Over seven precious hills after the seventh fall, the cottage of seven dwarfs is inhabited by Snow White, the fairest of all. Snow White lies dead in the woods. The hunter brought me proof. Here's her heart! THE MAGIC MIRROR; Snow White still lives, the fairest in the country. It's the heart of
a pig, you hold in your hand. Kwin: The heart of a pig! Then I was deceived! (EXIT) SCENE DUNGEON. Kwin: The heart of a pig! Blundering fool! I'm going to the dwarf's cottage in disguise so no one ever suspects. Now the formula is to turn my beauty into ugliness, to change my royal raiment into a merchant's cloak. (READING FROM
THE) Mom dusts to make me old. (ADD TO VARKE) Wrap my clothes, black night. To age my voice, an old giggle witch. To bleach your hair, scream fear. (ADD TO VARKE) Blast the wind to inflate my hatred! Lightning (THUNDER RUMBLING) to mix it well. Now start your magic spell. (PIELE. DROSELI. Chokels. My hands! My voice!
My voice. (KACKLING. CHANGES INTO AN OLD LADY) The perfect disguise. (KACKLING) a special kind of death for one so justly. What's it going to be? Yes! Poisoned apple! Sleeping death. (KACKLING. READS) One taste of poisoned Apple and the eyes of the victim will forever close in Sleeping Death... (TAKES AN APPLE) dip the
apple into the boil. Let the sleeping death manifest itself! Take a look! On the skin! A symbol of what's inside. Now blush to seduce Snow White. To make her starve to death. (KECKLING) I'm NOT a chronic when she breaks the delicate peel to taste the apple in my hand, her breath will continue, her blood will freeze. Then I'll be the fairest
in the country! I'm NOT A CHRONIC BUT wait! There may be an antidote. Nothing should be Oh, that's it! A poisonous apple antidote. The victim of the sleeping death can only be revived The first kiss of love... First kiss of love, don't be afraid of it. Dwarves will think she's dead. She's going to be buried alive! (LOVE APPLE IN THE CAN
OF APPLE) Buried alive! The little ones will be on the sidelines, and she'll be all alone with an innocuous old female merchant. A harmless old woman merchant! (KACKLING. CURTAIN) SCENE DWARFS THE COTTAGE. YODELLING AND DANCING. SNOW: (WATCH THE DANCE OF DWARFS. CLAPPING) DOC: (SINGING) I would
like to dance and tap the legs bt they won't keep in the rhythm you see, I washed them both today and I can't nothin's'em ALL: Ho-hum, the melody of dumb words does not mean that the thing is not a stupid song for those who sing? DWARFS: (LAUGHS) BASHFUL: (POING) I (BLUSHING) Oh, gosh! I chased the polecat up the tree path
on a limb and when it got the best of me I got the worst of it (LAUGHING BURIES HIS FACE IN HIS BEARD) ALL: Ho-hum, the melody of dumb words doesn't mean a thing Isn't that a stupid song for those who sing? (JODLING. Dancing. MUSIC STOP. ALL CHEER) SLEEPY: (YAWNING) SNOW WHITE: (Laughing) It was fun! Now
you're doing something. SNOW WHITE: Well, what do I do? SNEEZY: Tell the story. Yes, tell us a story. DOC: True story. HAPPY: A love story. SNOW WHITE: Well, there used to be a princess. Doc: Were you a princess? SNOW WHITE: (NODS) And she fell in love. SNEEZY: Was it hard to do? SNOW WHITE: (CHUCKLES) Oh, it was
very easy. Anyone could see that the prince was charming. The only one for me. BashFUL: Was he strong and beautiful? SONIC: Was he big and tall? SNOW WHITE: There's no one like it anywhere at all. Did he say he loved you? Did he steal a kiss? SNOW WHITE: (SINGING) It was so romantic, I couldn't resist ever my prince coming
someday we'll meet again and far away in his castle we'll go to be happy forever I know GRUMPY: Hah! Mush! SNOW WHITE: Someday when spring is here we'll find or love again and the birds will sing and the wedding bells will ring someday when my dreams come true ALL: (SIGHING) CLOCK: (CHIMES) SNOW WHITE: Oh, my God!
It didn't go to bed. Go straight to bed. DOC: Wait! Hold on, men! The princess will sleep in our beds. SNOW WHITE: But where will you sleep? Oh, we're going to be comfortable here. GRUMPY In the pig's eye! DOC: In the eyes of a pig... Sty. No no! I mean... We're going to be comfortable, aren't we, men? Oh yes. Mighty comfortable.
Now don't worry about us. We'll be fine, ma'am. Go straight to bed, darling. SNOW WHITE: Well, if you insist. Good night. Good night, princess. SNOW WHITE: Are you sure you'll be comfortable? Oh yes. Very convenient. SNOW WHITE: Well, good dreams. ALL: Pleasant dreams. SCENE FOREST. OUTSIDE THE COTTAGE. Now
don't forget, darling. Teh... old queen of cunning, full of witches craft. So beware of strangers. Don't worry, I'll be fine. See you tonight. BashFUL: Be very careful, because if anything happens to you, I, I... SNOW WHITE: (KISSING HIM ON THE FOREHEAD) GOODBYE. Oh, my gosh! GRUMPY: Ha! Disgust! HAPPY: And be sure to
follow... (KISSING HIM) DOPEY: (GETS A KISS) DWARFS: (SINGING) Heigh-ho, heigh-ho It's from the work we go (WHISTLING) GRUMPY: (SNOW) Now I warnin' I. Don't let anyone or not in the house. SNOW WHITE: Why, Grumpy, you care. Goodbye Grumpy. ALL DWARFS: (EXIT. SINGING) Heigh-ho, Heigh-ho It's at work we go
to quin: (ENTER. SINISTER CHUCKLING) All alone, my pet? SNOW WHITE: Why, why, yes, me. Are little people here? SNOW WHITE: No, it's not, but... Kwin: Mmm-Hmm. (SNIFFING) SNOW WHITE: Yes, gooseberry pies. KWIN: His apple pies that make men's mouths water. Apple pies like these. (LAUGHS) SNOW WHITE: Oh, they
look delicious. KWIN: Yes! But wait until you taste one, darling. (EVIL CHUCK) Like to try one? Hmm. Come on. Come on, have a snack. (ATTACK WITCH. It DROPS APPLE) SNOW WHITE: Stop it! Stop it! Go away! Go away! Shame on you for scaring the poor old lady. Oh, I thought I'd lost him. SNOW WHITE: There, there. I am sorry.
(GIVE HER A CHAIR TO SIT) OH, OH! My heart! Oh, my... My poor heart. Have some water, please. SNOW WHITE: (RETURNS WITH A GLASS OF WATER) QUIN: And because you've been so kind to your poor old grandmother, I'll shake the secret with you. It's not an ordinary apple. It's a magic apple. SNOW WHITE: Apple of
desires? KWIN: Yes! One bite and all your dreams will come true. SNOW WHITE: Really? Yes, girl. Now get a snack. There must be something your little heart wants. Maybe there's someone you love. SNOW WHITE: Well, there's someone. KWIN: I thought so, I thought so! (LAGCHING) The old grandmother knows the heart of a young
girl. Now take an apple, darling, and have a wish. SNOW WHITE: I want ... I wish... That's it, come on! Go on. SNOW WHITE: And that he's going to take me to his castle, where we're going to live happily ever after. KWIN: Great! Well done! Now have a snack. Don't let the desire cool down! SNOW WHITE: (TAKES A BITE) Oh, I feel
weird. KWIN: Her breath will continue. SNOW WHITE: O.O. Kwin: Her bloody run-ins. SNOW WHITE: O. (FALLS TO THE GROUND) THE QUEEN: (KECKLING. THUNDER CLAP) Now I will be fair in the country! (KACKLING. CURTAIN) SCENE FOREST. DWARFS GO TO WORK. DWARFS: (SINGING) Heigh-ho, Heigh-ho-ho, heigh-o
It to work we go (WHISTLING) Heigh-ho, heigh-o... LIVE: (ENTER) DOC: Hey, look! ANIMALS: (PULLING ON THEIR Stop it! Get out, boy. Get away! Bashful: Come on, shu! GRUMPY: Come on! Get out of here! HAPPY: What's going on with these crazy birds? They went plumb daffy. SNEEZY: Yes, they ... (SUFFOCATING AS HIS
BEARD PULLED OUT. SNEEZES) SLEEPY: Come on, get it! These pesky critters won't stop. HAPPY: Taint natural. Something's wrong. GRUMPY: They don't act that way for nothin'. Maybe the old queen Snow White. DOC: The queen! ALL: Snow White! GRUMPY: The queen will kill her! We have to save her! DOC: Yes! Yes! We, we
have to save her! HAPPY She will kill her. What are we going to do? Yes, yes, what are we going to do? GRUMPY: Come on! Giddup! ALL: (EXIT IN A HURRY) SCENE OF THE FOREST OUTSIDE THE COTTAGE. SNOW WHITE LIES IN THE COFFIN. DWARFS: (ENCIRCLED BY HER SOBS) ANIMALS: (ALL GATHERED AND SAD)
NARRATOR: ... So beautiful even in death that the dwarfs could not find in their hearts to bury her, they fashioned a coffin of glass and gold and held an eternal vigil on her side. The prince, who was looking everywhere, heard of a girl who was sleeping in a glass coffin. PRINCE: (ENTER. SINGING) One song I have only one song One
song, one song Only for you One Heart Gently Beats, Ever pleading Constant and true So True One Heart that possessed me One Love Exciting me through so true One Song My Heart continues to sing Continues to sing one love just for you ... SNOW WHITE: (BLINKING. OPENS YOUR EYES. YAWNS) EVERYTHING: (REJOICE.
SINGING) Someday when spring is here we will find or love again and the birds will sing and wedding bells ring NARRATOR: And they lived happily ever after. (BELLS LAG) ALL: (SINGING) Someday when my dreams come true! True! snow white and seven dwarfs script free. snow white and the seven dwarfs script pdf. snow white and
the seven dwarfs short story script. snow white and the seven dwarfs script pdf disney. snow white and the seven dwarfs pantomime script. snow white and the seven dwarfs 1937 script. snow white and the seven dwarfs musical script. roald dahl's snow white and the seven dwarfs play script
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